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Introduction
• Sooner or later, a UFO researcher comes across animal
mutilations. They are part of the UFO literature.

•
•
•
•
•
•

But are they really related to UFO events?
What does the evidence tell us?
What is an animal mutilation event?
What are the theories to account for these events?
What is the UFO connection, if any?
To start, let’s summarize the animal mutilation evidence, look
at some Oregon cases, and then the UFO connection.

• Then we’ll see which of five theories fits best.

Evidence Summary (1)
• An animal, usually a steer, heifer, or cow, is found dead and
mutilated in a pasture.

• The farmer or rancher immediately understands from the

circumstances that this is a strange death and “mutilation.”

• He/she reports it to authorities. Authorities sometimes

agree with the strangeness. Sometimes veterinarians are
called in. Sometimes vet labs are involved.

• There may be a number of cases in a week or two in a 25 to
50 mile radius or so.

• There may be reports of UFOs, “helicopters,” aircraft,
strange beings — “men” or bigfoot types or strange
“animals” — and strange sounds or lights.

Evidence Summary (2)
• The animal death is sudden, overnight. Animal is healthy one
day; dead and mutilated the next.

• The animal’s eye(s), ear(s), genitals, internal organs, skin,
tongue, lips, anus, tail, etc., are absent.

• The excision site is often cut as if with a sharp instrument

and may show “cookie cutter”/“pinking shears” serrations.

• Blood is usually curiously absent at the excision sites, though
blood does show up internally somewhat in an autopsy.

• Tracks of animals, humans, vehicles, etc., do not lead to or

away from the mutilated animal whether in snow, mud, wet
grass, etc.

Evidence Summary (3)
• Almost always no sign of struggle on the animal or around it
on the ground.

• Bones of steers and cows are sometimes broken.
• Very occasionally mutilated animals are found draped in trees
or on fences, or even in the middle of a pond.

• Usually, other animals (cows, steers, predators, etc.) will not

approach the mutilated animal for longer than the usual time.

• The carcass usually takes much longer to decay than normal.
• Many times, the rancher/farmer knows that access to a
mutilated animal was only through locked gates that are still
locked.

Evidence Summary (4)

Source: An Alien Harvest

Fort Rock Cattle Mutilations (1)
• When and where: Spring and summer 1989, near Bend,
La Pine, and Fort Rock, Oregon.

• Evidence: About 35 carcasses of cattle, photos, District
Attorney report.

• Description: Rancher Gordon Wanek and others of La

Pine, Oregon, lost at least 35 cattle to “cult mutilation.” The
cattle were fine in the morning and dead the next day. Many
ranchers were “standing watch” over their herds the
concern was so great.

• Veterinarian Dr. Martin Warbington looked at Gordon
Wanek’s cattle and called the deaths poisoning.

Fort Rock Cattle Mutilations (2)

Source: The Oregonian
Source: The Oregonian

Fort Rock Cattle Mutilations (3)
• Bob Rainville of the Forest Service said the authorities were
looking into the problem, but not sharing all information.
Assumption was “satanic cult” killings.

• The Deschutes and Lake County sheriff’s offices, Oregon
State Police, U.S. Forest Service, and BLM formed a task
force to look into the mutilations.

• By July 12, Deschutes County district attorney Mike Dugan

issued the official task force report stating that poisoning
and cult activity were not responsible for the cattle deaths.

• The official report was not made public at the time and

apparently remains “secret” to this day. UFO researchers
Greg Long and Tom Adams could not obtain reports at the
time.

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (1)
• When and where: June to October 1990, outside of

Vancouver, WA, along the Columbia River on New Columbia
Garden Farms, Inc., property.

• Evidence: Five carcasses of cattle, photos, veterinarian
examination, OSU Diagnostic Veterinary Lab report.

• Description: Owner Richard Fazio found eventually five

cattle mysteriously mutilated on his property. He called the
Clark County sheriff’s office. They investigated, but never
suspected or prosecuted anyone for killing the cattle by
cutting out hunks of them.

• Investigators Carlo Sposito and Keith Rowell in cooperation
with the Clark County sheriff’s department pursued the
investigation.

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (2)
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Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (3)
• Vancouver veterinarian Randy Lee oversaw the dissection of
the last mutilated cow (#4).

• Tissue samples were sent to the Oregon State University
Diagnostic Veterinary Laboratory.

• The mutilated cattle were clustered within a mile in three
different fenced pastures.

• Cow #1 was discovered by a field hand. Fazio called the
sheriff’s department. They took information and called
Randy Lee to examine it. He found no bullet holes.

• Cow #2 was discovered by another field hand. Fazio called

in Sposito and Rowell since the sheriff’s department was not
interested any longer.

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (4)
• Fazio, Sposito, and Rowell discovered cow #3 in the same

field. Cursory examination was made and photos were
taken. Cow #3 was in rigor mortis (dead within 36 hours
earlier).

• Cow #4 (a steer) was discovered by Fazio north of #1, #2,
and #3. Sposito, Rowell, Fazio, and Lee participated in a
dissection. Blood samples and tissue samples were taken.
Video and photos were taken.

• All cattle showed at least some of the typical anomalous

cattle mutilation characteristics: removal of eye(s), ear(s),
tongue, hide around the mouth, rectum, udder, vagina, penis,
belly skin, sometimes inner organs, etc.

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (5)
• In October, Sposito interviewed two women neighbors of
the New Columbia Garden Farms property.

• The neighbors were well acquainted with “normal” farm
machinery sounds during the day and night.

• However, during the general timeframe of the mutilations in
late summer, they heard strange sounds that they could not
reasonably attribute to “normal” farm machinery sounds.

• Sposito also located and interviewed a woman who worked
as a late night custodian at a local Vancouver business. One
evening driving home in the AM she was startled by a “little
man” apparently carrying a “flashlight” in the same pasture
as mutilations #1, #2, and #3.

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (6)

WARNING: The next slides show graphic evidence
of a mutilated cow (steer).

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (7)
Cow #4
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Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (8)
Cow #4

Belly Skin Missing with
Classic Serrated Excision

Source: Keith Rowell

Part of Lips and
Tongue Missing
Source: Keith Rowell

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (9)
Cow #4

Classic “cookie cutter” (serrated), non-scavengercaused excision, heat hardened. Not natural! Can
only be caused by humans or UFO intelligence(!?).

Source: Keith Rowell

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (10)

Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory Report, OSU

Source: Glimpses of Other Realities

Vancouver Cattle Mutilations (11)
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory Report, OSU
Randy Lee sent a tissue specimen consisting of "fixed tissue" from a "hereford
cross steer" male, 2 years old, which was received by the lab on 12 February
1991. Madeline A Rae, DVM, signed the "Report of Laboratory Examinations".
The “Pathologist Report” states:
“HISTOPATHOLOGY: Sections of skin from a steer are examined. All sections
display moderately severe post-mortem autolysis. The notched edge does
exhibit a band of coagulation necrosis consistent with a heat induced incision,
such as with an electrosurgical unit. Numerous bacteria are present on the
skin, except in the area of coagulation necrosis. This is consistent with a
specimen collected via electrosurgical excision.
DIAGNOSIS: Coagulation necrosis of the skin.
COMMENT: It is not possible to tell whether this lesion was caused by a laser.
It does appear consistent with a heat-induced injury.”

Evidence: UFO Connection (1)
• “UFOs” are many times, but not always, in the general area
of the scene of a mutilation crime.

• The connection is strong enough that many newspaper

articles include UFO reports along with the mutilations
reports.

• Over the years, a few reports have surfaced of people seeing
UFOs in the same or adjacent fields before a mutilation is
discovered.

• The very first well-publicized mutilation — the horse
“Snippy” in Colorado — included UFO reports, too.

• Here are just a few news reports of mutilations with UFOs:

Evidence: UFO Connection (2)

Source: An Alien Harvest

Evidence: UFO Connection (3)

Source: An Alien Harvest

Evidence: UFO Connection (4)

Source: An Alien Harvest

Evidence: UFO Connection (5)

Source: An Alien Harvest

Theories
• Basically, there are only five theories:
(1) Natural causes: predators, lightning, poison, sickness.
(2) “Crazy” guy with a knife.
(3) (Satanic) cult activity.
(4) Covert (U.S.) government activity.
(5) UFO-related activity.

• Which one fits the evidence the best?
• Let’s take a look.

Theories: Natural Causes (1)
Evidence

Confirmed?

No sign of struggle on animal or around it.

No?

No sign of tracks, marks, etc., to and from animal.

No?

Healthy one day. Dead the next.

Yes

Always eyes, ears, genitals, anus, tongue, lips, etc., never other parts.

No

Excision site cut with precision, sometimes serrated.

No

Heat applied to excision site cuts.

No

Almost all blood drained from animal; not enough blood around it.

No

Large bones broken or dislocated.

No

Occasionally found in trees, over fences, in pond, etc.

No

Theories: Natural Causes (2)
Evidence

Confirmed?

Access to animal difficult; i.e., gate locked.

Yes

Abnormally long carcass decay time.

No

Other animals, domestic or wild, stay clear of mutilated animal.

No

Area reports confined to a few weeks.

No?

No one ever convicted or even charged with animal mutilations.

Yes

FBI investigations reveal no cause or culprit.

No

UFOs, strange lights, “bigfoot” creatures, etc., sometimes present.

No

No official investigations have fully satisfied ranchers/farmers.

No

Theories: “Crazy” Guy (1)
Evidence

Confirmed?

No sign of struggle on animal or around it.

No

No sign of tracks, marks, etc., to and from animal.

No

Healthy one day. Dead the next.

Yes

Always eyes, ears, genitals, anus, tongue, lips, etc., never other parts.

No?

Excision site cut with precision, sometimes serrated.

Yes?

Heat applied to excision site cuts.

Yes?

Almost all blood drained from animal; not enough blood around it.

No

Large bones broken or dislocated.

No

Occasionally found in trees, over fences, in pond, etc.

No

Theories: “Crazy” Guy (2)
Evidence

Confirmed?

Access to animal difficult; i.e., gate locked.

No?

Abnormally long carcass decay time.

No

Other animals, domestic or wild, stay clear of mutilated animal.

No

Area reports confined to a few weeks.

Yes

No one ever convicted or even charged with animal mutilations.

No

FBI investigations reveal no cause or culprit.

No

UFOs, strange lights, “bigfoot” creatures, etc., sometimes present.

No

No official investigations have fully satisfied ranchers/farmers.

No

Theories: Cult Activity (1)
Evidence

Confirmed?

No sign of struggle on animal or around it.

Yes?

No sign of tracks, marks, etc., to and from animal.

Yes?

Healthy one day. Dead the next.

Yes

Always eyes, ears, genitals, anus, tongue, lips, etc., never other parts.

Yes

Excision site cut with precision, sometimes serrated.

Yes?

Heat applied to excision site cuts.

Yes?

Almost all blood drained from animal; not enough blood around it.

Yes?

Large bones broken or dislocated.

No

Occasionally found in trees, over fences, in pond, etc.

No

Theories: Cult Activity (2)
Evidence

Confirmed?

Access to animal difficult; i.e., gate locked.

Yes?

Abnormally long carcass decay time.

No

Other animals, domestic or wild, stay clear of mutilated animal.

No

Area reports confined to a few weeks.

Yes

No one ever convicted or even charged with animal mutilations.

No

FBI investigations reveal no cause or culprit.

Yes?

UFOs, strange lights, “bigfoot” creatures, etc., sometimes present.

No

No official investigations have fully satisfied ranchers/farmers.

Yes?

Theories: Covert Activity (1)
Evidence

Confirmed?

No sign of struggle on animal or around it.

Yes?

No sign of tracks, marks, etc., to and from animal.

Yes?

Healthy one day. Dead the next.

Yes

Always eyes, ears, genitals, anus, tongue, lips, etc., never other parts.

Yes

Excision site cut with precision, sometimes serrated.

Yes?

Heat applied to excision site cuts.

Yes?

Almost all blood drained from animal; not enough blood around it.

Yes?

Large bones broken or dislocated.

Yes?

Occasionally found in trees, over fences, in pond, etc.

Yes?

Theories: Covert Activity (2)
Evidence

Confirmed?

Access to animal difficult; i.e., gate locked.

Yes

Abnormally long carcass decay time.

No?

Other animals, domestic or wild, stay clear of mutilated animal.

No?

Area reports confined to a few weeks.

Yes

No one ever convicted or even charged with animal mutilations.

Yes

FBI investigations reveal no cause or culprit.

Yes

UFOs, strange lights, “bigfoot” creatures, etc., sometimes present.

No

No official investigations have fully satisfied ranchers/farmers.

Yes

Theories: UFO Activity (1)
Evidence

Confirmed?

No sign of struggle on animal or around it.

Yes?

No sign of tracks, marks, etc., to and from animal.

Yes

Healthy one day. Dead the next.

Yes

Always eyes, ears, genitals, anus, tongue, lips, etc., never other parts.

Yes?

Excision site cut with precision, sometimes serrated.

Yes?

Heat applied to excision site cuts.

Yes

Almost all blood drained from animal; not enough blood around it.

Yes?

Large bones broken or dislocated.

Yes

Occasionally found in trees, over fences, in pond, etc.

Yes

Theories: UFO Activity (2)
Evidence

Confirmed?

Access to animal difficult; i.e., gate locked.

Yes

Abnormally long carcass decay time.

Yes

Other animals, domestic or wild, stay clear of mutilated animal.

Yes

Area reports confined to a few weeks.

Yes

No one ever convicted or even charged with animal mutilations.

Yes

FBI investigations reveal no cause or culprit.

Yes

UFOs, strange lights, “bigfoot” creatures, etc., sometimes present.

Yes

No official investigations have fully satisfied ranchers/farmers.

Yes

Conclusion
• The theories in order of increasing plausibility when
all the evidence is considered are:
(1) Natural causes: predators, lightning, poison,
sickness.
(2) “Crazy” guy with a knife.
(3) (Satanic) cult activity.
(4) Covert (U.S.) government activity.
(5) UFO-related activity.

• Only UFOs really fit all the facts and evidence. But
authorities can’t acknowledge this. Thus, animal
mutilations will remain officially a mystery.
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